Freestanding mobile sports hall rebound boards

Details
Continental's modular freestanding rebound screen system provides the ability to divide a sports hall into any
number of zones with additional flexibility compared to our standard post fixed system:
No sockets required - perfect for retro-fitting into halls with sub-floors unsuitable for sockets
Re-positionable - not restricted to the location of sockets to divide a hall in half - can be used to divide
off any size section of a hall
Flexible division shape - 90 degree corner units can be incoprorated so that rectangular sections of a
hall can be separated or fully enclosed areas (perhaps for a creche or kids play area) can be created
within a larger hall
Easy, secure, interlocking system - each panel has a "male" and a "female" end to allow the panels to
easily and firmly interlock
The modular system comprises the following:
Standard full panels - interlocking panels each 1520mm long
Infill panels - shorter panels to create an exact length to suit the run of panels required
Gate panels - incorporating hinged panels to provide access from one side of the run of screens to the
other
90 degree corners - used to change the direction of a run of panels through 90 degrees to enable areas
of a hall to be sectioned off (available in right or left hand corners)
The panels feature:
Coloured impact panels - 15mm thick laminate faced impact boards on sides and top in a wide range
of colours: Freestanding Rebound Board Colour Chart
Sturdy impact resistant - Non-marking, hi-grip rubber feet to hold the panels firmly in place when
impacted by players
Easily moved by one person - Two integral wheels on each panel so the panel can be lifted and moved
easily by one person
Safety features - Steel mesh panels at both sides of each unit to reduce the risk of mis-use by children
getting trapped inside during assembly
Robust steel sub-frame - Epoxy powder coated steel sub-frame
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Integral division net storage - Storage area on top of each panel to locate the bottom edge of a
coincident division curtain
Padded panel option - Side panels can be manufactured with PVC covered foam padded panels to
enable safe childrens play / creche / softplay areas to be created in a sports hall or activity room
Standard panel measurements:
Length: 1520mm
Height: 1234mm
Width: 630mm
Storage ledge depth: 210mm
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